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From the introduction of the Greek alphabet down to the late Hellenistic period, speaking 
and writing were temporally separate stages of the creative process.  Either the oral 
presentation came first: to take the most famous instance, Socrates, who did not believe in 
writing anything down, and whose sayings are only known to us because they were later 
trecorded in writing by Plato and Xenophon. Or the written text preceded the oral 
presentation, as in the case of Socrates’ near-contemporary Lysias who wrote forensic 
speeches that were later given by others (as a non-citizen, Lysias could not appear in an 
Athenian court of law).  
We also know one Latin speech that was written, but never delivered: Verres had been 
arraigned on a charge de repetundis, but after the preliminary hearing, he fled from Rome. 
Cicero, who had already done the preparatory work on his speech for the prosecution, 
decided to publish the oration (the second Verrine) as he had intended to give it, but never 
did. 
With Cicero, we are entering a new stage in the relationship of speech and writing. Cicero’s 
freedman secretary Tiro is credited with developing a Latin shorthand code for practical use 
and during the trial of Catiline in 63 BC (Plut., Cato Minor,  23), Cicero placed stenographers 
in the Senate. Plutarch remarks that the speech given by the younger Cato on this occasion is 
the only one of Cato’s speeches to have been preserved for posterity. 
Using stenography, oral and written text could be created simultaneously: the words were 
taken down as they were spoken. The implications of this innovation for the relationship of 
the written to the oral word have not been of great interest to the historians of rhetoric or 
of classical literature in general, but perhaps the question deserves more attention, 
especially since two recent publications assert that two important ‘literary’ genres, rhetoric 
and epistolography, were in fact ‘oral’ in the sense of being the product of dictation. Where 
previous scholarship has perhaps taken too little interest in this question, it is possible that 
Allen and Bost-Pouderon, each within their own field, over-generalize the use of dictation 
and underestimate the role of traditional writing: 
Very little of Augustine’s letters would have come into being in this way and, 
for the most part, we have to think of him dictating to stenographers, who then 
passed on their work to secretaries, who in their turn wrote out the letters in 
full in several copies (Allen 2005, 114). 
Le texte de ces discours ne reproduit pas avec fidélite les paroles prononcées 
par le rhéteur au cours de sa carrière. Davantage choix éditorial de 
tachygraphes, plus de copistes – Dion distinguait lui-même entre ses discours 
(λóγοι) et ses écrits (γράμματα)
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 … (Bost-Pouderon 2006, 1.17)  
 In the present company, I shall leave the question of letter-writing aside and concentrate on 
speeches, and specifically on the city speeches of Dio Chysostom. Were they written down 
beforehand; taken down by stenographers as they were spoken, or written up afterwards? 
In the first part of my presentation, I will briefly survey the development of ancient 
stenography and its practical application; in the second part, I will discuss some of the points 
and problems against the background of a particular period, the second sophistic, and a 
particular corpus of texts, the municipal speeches of Dio Chrysostomos, also known as Dio of 
Prusa. 
A short remark on terminology 
The word stenography is a modern composite from two Greek words meaning “narrow” and 
“writing”. The ancient Greeks spoke of tachygraphy, “speedwriting” or semiography, 
“signwriting” or in Latin simply notae; the corresponding terms were tachygraphos, 
semiographos, notarius or exceptor.  
 
I. 
The development of ancient shorthand writing is discussed in two full-length works by Boge 
(1974) and Teitler (1985); the most important sources for its practical application use in the 
Roman Empire are summarized in two short papyrological studies by Revel Coles (1966) and 
Richard Talbert’s book on The Senate of Imperial Rome (1984), chapters 9.3-4 on “Records 
and their use”.   
Cicero’s use of stenographers in the senate was singled out for mention by Plutarch because 
it was an innovation, but otherwise stenographers rarely figure in early Imperial literature. 
After more than a century of silence, a notarius turns up in the short and savage satirical 
piece by Seneca on the death of the emperor Claudius, a mythological parody of the 
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 As we know, Dio’s oeuvre included both orations (in the broad sense = the present Dionian corpus) and non-
orations such as the History of the Getai (now lost). Presumably these two categories are what Dio refers to, 
respectively, as logoi and grammata.  
deceased emperor’s apotheosis, here transformed into an apocolocynthosis: the emperor is 
not turning into a god, but into a pumpkin. The two-faced god Janus “who lives in the 
forum”, as Seneca says is asked to deliver his verdict and says a great deal quae notarius 
persequi non potuit, “which the stenographer was unable to follow” (Ap. 9.2) 
One might imagine that the numerous speeches quoted in oratio recta by imperial historians 
are indirect evidence for the use of stenography. Unfortunately, classical historians 
considered it not only permissible but sometimes preferable to place their own words in the 
mouths of historical persons, and oratio recta is used as early as Thucydides and Xenophon, 
who did not work from stenographic records. In fact, even when a verbatim text is known to 
have been available, it might be disregarded. 
 A speech given by Claudius in AD 47 defending his policy of admitting Gaulish notables to 
the senate is quoted in oratio recta by Tacitus (11.24) but also on a bronze inscription found 
in Lyon, the capital of the Three Gauls. A comparison of the two texts reveals significant 
differences; yet the Lyon text must be based on an official transcript of the emperor’s 
speech; another copy would have been preserved in the Roman tabularium or public record 
office and available to Tacitus, who nonetheless preferred to give his own paraphrase in 
oratio recta rather than  the actual words spoken by the emperor. 
During the same reign, the imperial freedman and finance minister Marcus Antonius Pallas 
received a vote of thanks from the senate which was commemorated on a bronze plaque. 
More than half a century later, Pliny the younger saw this inscription; outraged that such 
honours should have been offered to an ex-slave, he went to look up the actual decree of 
the senate in the archives. In his letters (Ep. 7.29 and 8.6), Pliny quotes both the inscription 
and the senatorial decree, both of which were to be found in Rome and available to him as 
well as to the historian Tacitus, who was Pliny’s contemporary and friend; yet when Tacitus 
quotes them in his Annals (12.53), he does so in oratio obliqua. 
Clearly, to Tacitus and others, it mattered more what was said in the senate than how it had 
been said. The  original text was available to the historian, he could have rendered it word-
for-word, but he preferred to give a paraphrase of the emperor’s speech in oratio recta 
rather than a direct quotation which might clash with the style of his own presentation. 
Content, not the actual wording, was important. 
On the other hand, the exact wording of a legal text was very important to Roman legal 
minds, as can be seen from the sometimes rather tedious and repetitive attempts to close all 
possible loopholes in a text (seefor example the oridnance quoted in Frontinus, De aquis, 
129.) Since the emperor was a source of roman law, anything said or written by the emperor 
had to be recorded exactly and in full. The same applied to decress of the senate and 
verdicts in court. But how much of the preceding debate was recorded, and in what form?  
Certainly, by the fourth century if now before, shorthand was widely used in the church and 
in the secular administration, but the process and stages of its diffusion are less clear. Was 
there a steady increase in the use of stenography over time, or was a slow start followed by 
rapid growth during the third century? Also, what was the interrelation between the 
development of Latin and Greek shorthand?
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 The main problem is the silence of our sources. 
Are stenographers invisible in the history of the early empire because there are so few of 
them or because shorthand was a servile occupation? As we know, Tiro was originally a slave 
and in AD 155, an Egyptian slave was apprenticed to a shorthand writer to learn the 
tachygraphers’ craft (the contract is preserved in P.Oxy. 724). As late as the sixth century, 
stenographer-slaves were still being traded (though at a price 2½ time that of an ordinary 
slave, see CJ 7.7.1.5 quoted in Teitler 1987, 31). 
Under the later empire, however, a knowledge of shorthand was considered so important 
for a career that junior civil servants were  known collectively as exceptores or tachygraphoi. 
Johannes Lydus, who had himself started his career as a tachygraphos,  writes that in his 
time, c. AD 500, one thousand tachygraphoi were enrolled in the imperial service every year, 
but it is not clear whether this is an actual job function or, as some scholars have claimed, 
merely a title. 
An imperial edict of AD 326 stipulates that a criminal case must first undergo a preliminary 
hearing apud acta, then, after an interval, the actual trial is to take place apud acta. It is not 
clear whether acta included all that was said during the trial or merely its main points.  
Fragments of third-century court proceedings  are preserved among the papyri from 
Oxyrhyncus:   
Demetrios, advocate, said: Chairemon, son of Diogenes, and [...]ous alias 
Tadora, by agency of Chairemon, are applying to the court. Order Serenos alias 
Lukalexander to be called. 
When he was called and answered to his name, as Demetrios was beginning to 
speak, Asklepiades, advocate, said: We apply to adjourn today’s hearing for 
[the preparation of] documents. 
Demetrios, advocate, said: Yesterday too he applied for an adjournment, saying 
at one point that there were orphans in joint ownership with him and that it 
was proper they should be present though no case is being brought against 
them and they are not taking legal action and when [...] you ordered him to 
answer for the second time he said that it was not necessary to instruct the 
advocate and when you realized that he is trying to evade the lawsuit you 
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 Some scholars have naturally assumed that Greek shorthand preceded its Latin equivalent, and there is 
evidence for early attempts to create a Greek system of shorthand notation, but no evidence that it was used 
in practice. 
pronounced that if he does not answer today and at the present time you will 
deliver judgment. This is incorporated in your records. 
Alexander, procurator, said: I said that if he does not speak I shall give a ruling. 
Antonios, advocate, said: For instruction in this case there is no need of a great 
many documents. 
Alexander, procurator, inquired: What is the case about? Why does he apply for 
adjournment? 
Serenos said: The documents are of common concern to me and my brother, 
and my brother desires to be present. The records are extensive. 
Chairemon said: I can produce the records. 
Demetrios, advocate, said: If the case were undecided, perhaps it would be 
rationally open to him to withdraw and say that it is proper for him to come 
later when he is prepared, but since it has been decided and has already 
reached a judgment, he is liable to the legal consequences… (P.Oxy. 3117, lines 
2-15, 230’s AD) 
As we can see, sometimes the stenographer gives an argument at length, sometimes he 
abbreviates its meaning into one short, laconic sentence. The same stylistic phenomenon 
can beobserved in some saints’ lives. In the second and third centuries, the category of 
criminal defendants could include adherents of a new faith known as Christianity. During the 
persecutions that took place from time to time, Christians were intent on recording the fate 
of their martyres – literally, “witnesses” – in as much detail as possible; detail that often 
includes elements of courtroom drama, including the exchanges taking place between the 
devout Christian defendant and the uncomprehending pagan judge, rendered in direct 
speech. And according to the Liber pontificalis or catalogue of Popes, pope Fabian (AD 236-
250) appointed seven subdeacons, assisted by  notarii, to collect information on the lives 
(gesta) of the Christian martyrs.3 
 It would be nice to think that the dialogues found in the passions of Christian martyrs are 
based on court records acta, for in that case, the copious martyrological material of the third 
and early fourth centuries would provide a much-needed supplement to our meagre 
evidence for forensic stenography in this period. Unfortunately, it is difficult to prove this 
attractive hypothesis.  
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 According to the New Catholic Encyclopedia (1909) s.v. Pope Saint Fabian, the pope wanted to collect the “the 
"acta" of the martyrs, i.e. the reports of the court-proceedings on the occasion of their trials”; but the word 
used in both extant versions of the Liber pontificalis is gesta, “deeds” or “exploits” of the martyrs; not acta. The 
notarii assigned to the subdeacons were presumably necessary because not all court records had been 
transcribed; some would be preserved only in shorthand form. 
First, oratio recta is not a particularly reliable criterion for identifiying extracts from court 
records. If a pagan historian like Tacitus can use direct speech as a literary device, so can a 
Christian historian. Second, direct speech is also found outside the courtroom, as in these 
two exchanges from one of our best  sources, the passion of Perpetua, written down shortly 
after it took place in AD 202 or 203. While the court stenographer may have recorded the 
words of judge and defendant (e.g., Passio Perp. 6) he was not present to hear Perpetua, in 
the privacy of the garden, conversing with a group of angels (Passio Perp. 13). A more 
reliable guide to a forensic origin for martyr-judge dialogues might be to look at the 
vocabulary of the Greek martyrologies. Since only a Roman governor had the ius gladii 
required to judge a capital case, the proceedings will often have been in Latin; if the dialogue 
of a Greek martyrological dialogue bears marks of Latin syntax or forensic vocabulary, this 
might point to a Latin court record as the original source. To my knowledge, such a study has 
not so far been attempted. 
Leaving the the courtroom, we emerge into the world of local politics. From the end of the 
third century, we possess the records of a meeting in the local city council where emotions 
ran high and the debate was punctuated by intermittent shous and acclamations from the 
audience; an extract is on the handout. We see the same pattern: the speech of the syndikos 
is given at some length, but the interventions of the speakers and even the acclamations of 
the audience are mostly brief and staccato, bearing closer resemblance to a John Wayne 
movie than to what we otherwise know of classical political rhetoric: 
Menelaos, syndic: We have framed the registration with a view to securing 
equality of honour and fair shares for the two tribes, and according to the 
strictest justice those subsequently found ought in general to be assigned this 
office by lot, just as the composition of the whole album and of the two tribes 
was framed with the object that membership of this or that tribe should not go 
by favour or malice; but since you have desired that those previously 
constrained to the liturgies should belong to the first tribe, then an equal 
number shall be given to the other tribe. Those who have performed liturgies 
are Ischyrion and Eudaimon; Ischyrion and Eudaimon son of Kallimachos shall 
be enrolled in the first, which was then, and is still performing liturgies; and 
instead of these we will give to the second, which begins its liturgical service 
from tomorrow, Posis son of Euangelos, even as you have desired, and Isidoros 
son of Amarantos.  
The members of the first tribe cried: Yes, noble syndic! You have administered 
well!  
The members of the second tribe cried: You have acted unfairly! 
 Menelaos, syndic: Well, I only wanted to give equality to the tribes [...]  
Nemesianos, former hypomnematographos: Let the offspring of the fathers, 
who have already got into the tribe, perform liturgies; that is of the progenitors 
and kinfolk. Those who have already got in ought already to be taking part in 
meetings. 
The assembly cried: Yes! Yes! Let them all take part in meetings from the 
thirtieth! Let them all be taking part in meetings from the thirtieth Phaophi; or 
else let them be posted up. 
Menelaos, syndic: What kind of people do you want to take part in these 
meetings?  
The assembly cried: Those about to come of age, those who are already in the 
tribes! [...] 
Paktumenos Nemesianos, former hypomnematographos: This should not have 
taken place today. 
Menelaos, syndic: Do not disturb the assembly! 
Nemesianos: Do not set pitfalls for the assembly! 
Heron, son of Euhemeros: Let them all take part in meetings. 
Paktumenos Nemesianos, former hypomnematographos: Why has this not 
happened between then and now? Is it with the intention of shielding these 
people that you have done this today, when your syndicate is over? (P.Oxy. 
2407, lines 20-28; 36-39; 42-48; after AD 270). 
It is worth noting that while the interventions are very brief, the structure – the give-and-
take of arguments and counter-arguments – this debate resembles the fictional debate in a 
Euboian ekklêsia described in Dio’s seventh oration.  
At the middle of the third century, the theologian Origines (c. AD 185-254) “allowed 
tachygraphers to record his public lectures, a permission that” according to the historian 
Eusebius, “he had never before given” (HE 6.36). Origines was not unaccustomed to working 
with stenographers; according to the same source (6.23) he had a team of “more than seven 
stenographers, working in shifts”  at hand while dictating his Biblical commentaries. The 
practice of working in relays is also attested in the encyclopedia of Isidore of Seville (c. AD 
600): “several secretaries are present at the same time, having divided among themselves 
who will take down how many words and in what order”. 
That Origines had previously refused to permit stenographic records of his sermons indicates 
that this practice had been current in Rome for some time in the third century, and that 
some orators were sceptical about its value.  Others embraced the use of stenography for 
taking down Christian oratory: towards the end of the fourth century, sermons by the 
famous theologian John Chrysostomos were being noted down as he spoke, and preserved 
for posterity, and the minutes of the church councils were taken in shorthand by teams of 
stenographers (for a detailed discussion of shorthand use at the council of Carthage, see 
Teitler 1985). 
Let us pause here and summarize what we have found so far.  
1) By the first century AD, law courts in Rome and the provinces possessed trained 
stenographers taking down the records of their proceedings; so did the Senate. Verdicts, 
edicts etc. were taken down in full, but the preceding arguments may have been 
summarized.  
2) At least from  the third century AD onwards, stenographers were used to record public 
speeches by famous orators as full text. 
3) Even a trained stenographer might find it difficult to follow the speaker. When taking 
down a speech in full,  several stenographers worked in relays. 
 
II. 
Now we must look at the implications of this for the preservation and transmission of Dio’s 
municipal speeches and other rhetorical texts of the Second Sophistic. A short introduction 
to both  may be in order. The Second Sophistic can briefly be described as the way in which 
Greek intellectuals came to terms with Roman dominance by reliving the cultural and 
literary greatness, as well as the classical literary language of the Hellenic past. Its time span 
is roughly from the mid-first to the late third century AD. Characteristics of the second 
sophistic include linguistic Atticism, i.e. preference for a “purer” language than the koinê of 
their own period and a preference for the classical authors over those of the Hellenistic and 
contemporary period; Arrian, for example, when describing the physical geography of the 
Black Sea region gives Aischylos and Homer as references.  
Dio of Prusa, or Dio Chrysostomos, was a professional rhetor with a fascinating career into 
the details of which we unfortunately cannot go today. He spent some years in Roman high 
society before returning to his native city; he also travelled extensively throughout the 
Levant. He had a distinctive and extrovert personality and was always ready to offer 
unwanted advice on any subject whatever but especially on the best way to manage a city. 
Among his preserved texts we find twenty  orations addressed to cities or concerned with 
city politics, some of which were given abroad and others in his native city, Prusa.  
Another, late representative of the second sophistic was Prohairesios, who in the early 
fourth century gave an extraordinary rhetorical performance in Athens, described in the 
Lives of the Sophists (492-499)  by Eunapios, who had been on of Prohairesios’ pupils. In 
front of an audience that included the proconsul and shorthand writers drawn from the law 
courts, Prohairesios spoke extempore on a set theme, then when he had completed his 
speech, repeated the same speech a second time:  
The proconsul was ready to propose a definition for the theme, but 
Prohaeresius threw back his head and gazed all round the theatre. And when 
he saw that his enemies were many while his friends were few, and were trying 
to escape notice, he was naturally somewhat discouraged. But as his guardian 
deity began to warm to the work and to aid him by playing its part, he again 
surveyed the scene, and beheld in the farthest row of the audience, hiding 
themselves in their cloaks, two men, veterans in the service of rhetoric, at 
whose hands he had received the worst treatment of all, and he cried out: "Ye 
gods! There are those honourable and wise men! Proconsul, order them to 
propose a theme for me. Then perhaps they will be convinced that they have 
behaved impiously." Now the men, on hearing this, slunk away into the crowd 
that was seated there and did their best to avoid detection. But the proconsul 
sent some of his soldiers and brought them into full view. After a brief sort of 
exhortation he appointed them to propose a theme involving the precise 
definition of terms. Whereupon, after considering for a short time and 
consulting together, they produced the hardest and most disagreeable theme 
that they knew of, a vulgar one, moreover, that gave no opening for the display 
of fine rhetoric. Prohaeresius glared at them fiercely, and said to the proconsul: 
"I implore you to grant me the just demands that I make before this contest." 
On his replying that Prohaeresius should not fail to have what was just and fair, 
the latter said: "I ask to have shorthand writers assigned to me, and that they 
take their place in the centre of the theatre; I mean men who every day take 
down the words of Themis, but who to-day shall devote themselves to what I 
have to say." The proconsul gave his permission for the most expert of the 
scribes to come forward, and they stood on either side of Prohaeresius ready 
to write, but no one knew what he meant to do. Then he said: "I shall ask for 
something even more difficult to grant." He was told to name it, and said: 
"There must be no applause whatever." When the proconsul had given all 
present an order to this effect under pain of the severest penalties, 
Prohaeresius began his speech with a flood of eloquence, rounding every 
period with a sonorous phrase, while the audience, which perforce kept a 
Pythagorean silence, in their amazed admiration broke through their restraint, 
and overflowed into murmurs and sighs. As the speech grew more vehement 
and the orator soared to heights which the mind of man could not describe or 
conceive of, he passed on to the second part of the speech and completed the 
exposition of the theme. But then, suddenly leaping in the air like one inspired, 
he abandoned the remaining part, left it undefended, and turned the flood of 
his eloquence to defend the contrary hypothesis. The scribes could hardly keep 
pace with him, the audience could hardly endure to remain silent, while the 
mighty stream of words flowed on. Then, turning his face towards the scribes, 
he said: "Observe carefully whether I remember all the arguments that I used 
earlier." And, without faltering over a single word, he began to declaim the 
same speech for the second time. (Eunapios, VS 493-497, LCL). 
But back to Dio and the problem: does the textus receptus of Dio’s city speeches go back to a 
shorthand original, taken down by stenographers as he spoke? It is an attractive notion, 
especially to an historian, because the orations would then be documentary first-hand 
evidence of political transactions in an ancient city. But there are, alas, several objections. 
For one thing, in a provincial city, where would one find sufficiently competent 
stenographers? As late as the mid-sixth century, at a time when the stenographically literate 
population of the Empire numbered tens of thousands, stenographers were brought all the 
way from Constantinople for a treason trial held in the Caucasus (Agathias, 4.1-11). On the 
face of it, it should have been easier to get them from Trapezunt. In any city, the first place 
to look would be the law courts, which is where  the Athenians found stenographers capable 
of taking down the oration of Prohairesios.  
As a matter of fact, most of the places in which Dio gave his speeches were assize cities, but 
with one rather important exception: his hometown Prusa, which did not gain a place on the 
circuit until the early second century. The dating of Dio’s speeches is open to debate but at 
least two, 44 and 46, were given at a time when Prusa had no assizes of its own.
4
 
Even a city with no assizes would have city clerks  supervised by a  grammateus  responsible 
for keeping the minutes of the city council. There is no positive evidence for the use of  
shorthand writers in city politics at this early date – which of course does not exclude their 
presence. With Dio being a popular sophist and rhetor one might theorize that when he 
planned to give a speech, a city would entrust  their best stenographers with the job. This, 
however, still does not solve the problem of oration 46, which was given in Prusa at a time 
when Dio was a young man and had no reputation as a public speaker. 
Could the orations be taken down by Dio’s own secretary or by his pupils? Cicero had his 
own shorthand secretary, Tiro; so did the elder Pliny; but then both were wealthy members 
of the Roman élite. There is no evidence for any Bithynian Boswell  accompanying Dion and 
carrying his briefcase, and in the twelfth oration (12.13; cf. B-N 2008, 143 n. 75), Dio says 
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 Leaving aside the question of whether the forensic stenographers were present  in a provincial city on a 
permanent basis, or formed part of the governor’s staff that followed him around the assize circuit. At the time 
of Prohaeresios’ tour de force, the proconsul was in Athens. In Kelainai, assizes were only held alternate years 
(Dio, Or. 35.15) 
that he takes no pupils, a problematic claim if one of them were sitting in the front row 
taking notes.  
Clearly not all of the city orations, certainly not all of Dio’s orations, could have been taken 
down in shorthand. Some must have been written down under other circumstances, most 
probably beforehand in the manner of Lysias - but then we should expect to find stylistic 
differences between the two categories, and possibly also traces of different “hands” among 
the stenographers, reflecting different degree of competence. 
Which brings us to the next question: was a shorthand record possible? Seneca’s fictitious 
first-century stenographer had difficulties keeping up with the flood of divine eloquence. 
Our anonymous third-century Egyptian stenographers were more succesful in dealing with 
court proceedings and town council debates but sometimes made the task easier for 
themselves by summarizing and abbreviating as they went along. Furthermore, in a town 
council debate, as Sherlock Holmes was later so say about Bradshaw, “the vocabulary is 
nervous and terse, but limited”.  
The vocabulary of a sophist was neither terse nor limited and posed a challenge even to  
experienced stenographers such as those struggling to take down the oration of Prohairesios 
in Athens. The task was not made easier by Dio’s numerous quotes from the classics: to 
catch a phrase and render it correctly, a stenographer had to be well read. In the 
Alexandrian oration, for instance, Dion gives us a cento poem composed of thirty-six 
individual lines taken from the Iliad; in the first Tarsian oration, a four-line poem so obscure 
that it has resisted all attempts to identify its origin or author.
5
  
Not only was Dio’s vocabulary wider and the grammatical structure more complex than 
standard town council oratory, but the requirements were stricter: the Egyptian syndikos 
might be satistied as long as his intended meaning was rendered correctly, and pleased if the 
secretary gave it a more elegant phrasing. On the other hand, recording the work of a 
professional rhetor like Dio, the stenographer had to get the wording exactly right, since the 
texts would later be carefully studied by critics and pupils.
6
 
In any case, why bother to assign a relay of stenographers to produce a shorthand record 
that would later require transcription into plain text, post-editing and correction if a text was 
already avaliable in the form of Dio’s own speaking notes?  
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 Occasionally, the original is misquoted – not by the hypothetical stenographer, in which case the error would 
have been corrected when the texts were transcribed or post-edited, but by Dio himself.  
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 When Samuel Johnson was employed to write the minutes of parliament meetings, he claimed that he never 
heard the debates but wrote the speeches entirely on the basis of notes taken by his assistants, using the 
words and phrases that he himself thought appropriate to the speaker and the occasion (Oxford Book of 
Literary Anecdotes, no. 114). Whether this claim was true is another matter. One never quite knows what to 
make of Dr Johnson’s stories about himself. 
For some of the longer orations, such as the seventh (Euboicus), notes must have been used. 
The first part of this oration is a tale-within-a-tale-within-a-tale, narratives stacked like 
chinese boxes and relating the story of Dio’s shipwreck on the island of Euboia, his meeting 
with a hunter and the hunter’s tale of his encounter with in the local city assembly. The 
second part is a wide-ranging discussion of social philosophy. No doubt Dio, like Prohai-
resios, was capable of delivering impromptu declamations on a set theme, but this is clearly 
not one of them. As revealed in a recent study by Antonino Milazzo (2007) , the deceptively 
simple retelling of Dio’s shipwreck is in fact a highly artificial literary construct drawing on 
shipwreck stories and Gastmahlszenen from Homer onwards; and even this is merely the 
first stage in an increasingly complex narrative structure that is unlikely to have been 
composed and taken down as Dio went along, far more likely to have been written 
beforehand (possibly as two separate orations that were later combined into the very long 
Euboicus that has been handed down to us).  
If we turn from the circumstances to the texts themselves, we likewise fail to find evidence 
that the city orations  were taken down in shorthand. Let us return to oration 46 given, 
according to its rubric, pro tou philosophein en tê patridi, “in his native city before he 
became a philosopher”, i.e. sometime in the early 70’s AD. Dio is addressing his fellow-
citizens in the ekklêsia,  the popular assembly. The situation in Prusa is tense; there is a 
shortage of grain and famine is threatening. The mob is angry with the property-owners, of 
whom Dio is one; in fact, the night before the meeting, some Prusan sans-culottes wanted to 
burn his house down. Aggressions are running high; Dio’s audience is hostile, yet there is no 
evidence whatever in the textus receptus of the audience interrupting the speaker, shouting 
questions or throwing tomatoes. (OK,  not tomatoes, they would have to wait another 1500 
years) – quite unlike our Egyptian council record.  This cannot possibly be the transcript of 
the speech that was actually given; it must be a version written in advance. It runs to only 
fourteen paragraphs and contains no quotes; if Dio took the trouble to write this down 
beforehand, then a fortiori we can take it that the Alexandrian oration running to over a 
hundred paragraphs, replete with quotations, was likewise written down. 
In her study of the Tarsian and Kelainian orations, Bost-Pouderon hypothesizes that the 
abrupt endings of some Dionian speeches are due to his being cut off prematurely by a 
restless audience growing tired of Dio’s long-winded eloquence.
7
 The problem of the 
endings of Dio’s speeches is a vast and complex one that which we shan’t go into here, 
except to note that he often had trouble finding an elegant conclusion to his pieces, and that 
the open-ended nature of some orations is in fact an argument against a shorthand original. 
Take the thirty-fifth oration, addressed to the Kelainians, which breaks off after twenty-five 
lines, just at the point where Dio has warmed himself up using recycled arguments and is 
ready to speak extempore;
8
 the rest of the speech is not preserved – clearly no shorthand 
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 Bost-Pouderon 2006, 1.51. 
8
 The value of assizes (35.15), cf. the Prusan orations; the fish of Byzantion (35.24), cf. 33.24. 
writers were present.
9
 Or the short forty-second oration, obviously a stub of a much longer 
speech. Why does it leave off after the captatio benevolentiae? Did the stenographer fall 
asleep? Given the innocuous nature of this speech, we can hardly blame the break on a 
turbulent audience. 
On the other hand, the abrupt ending can be explained if we assume that the text was part 
of Dio’s speaking notes. At the time of the forty-second oration, he was already an 
experienced public speaker. For this occasion, he may have written out the first part of his 
speech and then relied on his ability to improvise the rest. Or he may have re-used the 
opening of an earlier speech for a new occasion. On this interpretation, the city orations in 
the Dionian corpus are based on the notes found by his students among Dio’s Nachlass, or 
on copies of these that were made during his lifetime.  
Let us summarize some of the main points dealt with above. 
1) In a large city such as Athens, it was possible to assemble a team of trained stenographers 
from the law-courts capable of taking down the oration of Prohairesios word by word, but 
even they found the task difficult. A small-town city clerk whose normal work was recording 
the minutes of the ekklêsiaand the boulê would have been unable to do so. 
2) There is no positive proof that the textus receptus of any Dionian speech is based on a 
shorthand original. Some speeches were clearly not stenographed, and there is no internal 
evidence for assigning some city speeches to one category, some to another.  
3) There are no traces in the speeches of any sort of dialogue with, or interruptions by, Dio’s 
audience. Thus they  were probably written down before, and not after, they were held.  
 
III. 
And so finally we come to the question which has kept some of you wondering for the last 
thirty minutes: why is this important? For a variety of reasons actually; but let me mention 
two. 
1) It’s clearly important to the history of the Graeco-Roman rhetorical tradition whether the 
works of orators like Dio or Aristides were disseminated as transcripts of the oral 
performance or as edited speaking notes. If the textus recepti go back to transcripts of oral 
performances, they take on a different character than if they are essentially literary 
products. It also has implications for the way in which the rhetors of the second sophistic 
learned from, imitated and influenced each other. 
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 Contra Bost-Pouderon 2006, 1.51, who takes the loss to be due to a lacuna in the ms.; but the break occurs 
naturally at the end of a sentence. 
It may also be worth noting that nearly all our sources for the use of shorthand teams to 
record rhetorical performances derive from the third century or later and mostly from 
Christian contexts.  Did the advent of christianity change perceptions of the spoken as versus 
the written word? Perhaps the homilies of the church fathers and the proceedings of the 
church councils had a quasi-sacred character that the words of a sophist or the opinion of a 
magistrate did not.  
2) The question is important to our understanding of Dio’s literary and philosophical 
development. Nearly everything we know about Dio’s intellectual development is based on 
his own speeches. Some of these can be dated  by reference to external events such as the 
death of Nerva or the accession of a particular proconsul. From the dated speeches we can 
attempt to place the others in time by studying duplications and thematic similarities among 
the speeches. Bost-Pouderon, in particular, has argued for parentés as dating evidence: 
when the same theme or even the same words occur in two speeches, these must have 
been given around the same time. Quite so, assuming the speeches were always composed 
on the occasion or extempore: Dio of course focused on topics that concerned him at this 
particular time. It is a bit surprising to find some paragraphs duplicated word for word, but 
then Dio may, for all we know, have had the same powers of memory as his colleague 
Prohairesios. 
If we assume that Dio collected his material in written form beforehand, sometimes reusing 
bits of older speeches, the duplications are easier to explain but the value of parenté as a 
dating criterion is diminished: it may provide a terminus ante quem but, for all we know, Dio 
may have recycled a particularly succesful passage five, ten or even twenty years after it was 
first written.  
Finally, there’s the problem of the sudden endings. It is characteristic of Dio that he often 
has difficulty finding a way to wind up his argument. So do I. I think I’ll just leave it here, and 
if this ending seems a bit abrupt, blame it on the turbulent audience. 
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